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In this paper the feasibility of rapid alignment and calibration of a static strapdown
inertial navigation system (INS) is evaluated. Resting conditions including zero-velocity
update and a known initial heading direction as virtual external measurement data are
integrated with INS data. By comparing the virtual external measurements with the
estimates of those generated by the aligning INS, estimates of the velocity and heading
errors can be obtained and these errors will be propagated in the INS as a result of
alignment inaccuracies. An extended Kalman filter based on an augmented process model
and a measurement model is designed to estimate alignment attitudes and biases of
inertial sensors. Monte Carlo simulation results show that the integration of INS with rest
conditions is very effective in rapid and fine leveling and azimuth alignment of INS, but
this type of data fusion due to poor acceleration and angular rates of static condition has
no chance of valuable calibration of all inertial sensor biases.
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Nomenclature123
NED
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North-East-Down: navigation frame (nframe)
Latitude
Longitude
Height above ground
North velocity
East velocity
Down velocity
Alignment error in roll attitude
Alignment error in pitch attitude
Alignment error in heading
Direction cosine matrix from body frame to
navigation frame (NED)
Accelerometer measurement errors
Gyroscope measurement errors
Radius of Earth curvature in the meridian
Radius of Earth curvature of the ellipsoid in
the prime vertical
Gyroscopes measurements
Earth’s inertial angular velocity in navigation
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frame
Turn rate of the body with respect to
navigation frame in the body frame
Turn rate of the local navigation frame with
respect the Earth fixed frame in navigation
frame
Accelerometers measurements
Skew-symmetric form of
Local gravity vector in navigation frame

Introduction
The alignment of an strapdown inertial navigation
system determines the transformation matrix between
a body frame and a navigation frame in the local-level
frame [1]. The initial alignment of inertial navigation
system is an important process performed prior to
normal navigation [2].Since INS is entirely selfcontained, it can align itself using the measurements of
local gravity and Earth rate. Normally, alignment
process is divided into two phases, i.e. the coarse and
fine alignment. The purpose of coarse alignment is to
provide fairly good initial condition for the fine
alignment processing. Typically, the threshold of the
attitude errors between the two categories can reach a
few degrees [3]. The stationary initial alignment which
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consists of a coarse alignment and a fine alignment is
usually performed when a vehicle is at rest. In order to
reduce the initial alignment time for some applications,
the coarse alignment is only performed or the initial
attitudes is directly obtained from other sources such
as stored information or a master inertial navigation
system [1]. In most ground based applications,
gyrocompass sing is known to be a common fine selfalignment method, but it is time-consuming. The basic
concept of INS alignment is quite simple and straight
forward. However, there are many complications that
make alignment both time-consuming and complex.
Accurate alignment is crucial; however, if precision
navigation is to be achieved over long periods of time
without any form of aiding. In many applications, it is
essential to achieve an accurate alignment of an inertial
navigation system within a very short period of time. This
is particularly true in many military applications, in which
a very rapid response time is often a prime requirement
for obtaining a very short reaction time [4].
As a solution for overcoming these problems, the
use of rest constraints, i.e. constant position and
attitude, is especially appealing for initial aligning INS
or constraining INS errors. In this situation, the
motion of the vehicle can be governed by some nonholonomic constraints, [5]. For example, Ref. [6] uses
the zero-velocity updates (ZUPT) for initial alignment
and calibration of a stationary strapdown INS. ZUPT
is applied for constraining foot-mounted INSs, as
during ordinary gait, the foot returns to a "stationary"
state on a regular base [7, 8]. For details on the
benefits of ZUPT, one can refer to [9] and the
references there in. Algorithms for fast estimating the
azimuth misalignment angle and calibrating gyro drift
rates are approached from the point of view of control
theory and by introducing the Lyapunov transformation.
The equivalence of strapdown INS and gimbaled INS is
discussed in [10]. A new solution for the precise
azimuth alignment is given in detail in [11] and a new
profiler, which consists of an IIR filter and a Kalman
filter using hidden Markov model, is designed to
attenuate the influence of sensor noise and outer
disturbance. Ref. [12] addresses self-alignment of a
strapdown INS in near-stationary condition using the
east gyro outputs from the inertial measurement unit,
along with the velocity outputs in a nonlinear state
estimation framework using extended Kalman filter
(EKF). In [13], initial alignment and calibration
performance of a gimbaled INS is enhanced using the
design and implementation of an optimal stochastic
close loop control.
All above-mentioned researches are related to the
initial alignment of INS using rest conditions a
determined and constant heading into the alignment
process as an extra constraint in stationary state was
not applied. In this work, in order to enhance the
alignment and calibration performances, in addition to
ZUPT technique, a known direction as new
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measurements for updating the Kalman filter is used.
By comparing the virtual external velocities and
heading with the estimates of those generated by the
aligning system, estimates of the velocities and
heading errors are obtained and these errors will
propagate in the system as a result of alignment
inaccuracies. Based on an augmented error model of
the system and using an extended Kalman filter, it is
possible to deduce the INS alignment and some biases
of inertial sensors from the innovation signals. In
practical cases, these rest constraints are quite
reasonable for vehicles in recharging, though violated
due to for example the vibrations of the vehicle engine
and buffeting by wave or wind. In fact, in such a
situation, the mean attitude of the aligning system with
respect to the local geographic frame is fixed, and the
specific force and turn rates to which the aligning
system is subjected, are nominally fixed.
The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the
process and measurement model for the integration
system are provided. Secondly, observability of the
system is analyzed. Thirdly, an extended Kalman filter
is designed and outlined for the data fusion. Fourthly,
some Monte Carlo simulations are carried out to
illustrate the functionality and usefulness of the new
alignment and calibration method. Finally, the
concluding remarks are presented.

Augmented Error Model
The navigation equations for an SDINS in n-frame
(north, east and down: NED) are [4]:
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and
are the Earth rate represented
in the n-frame and r is the radius of the Earth with the
assumption of:
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Also, , and are attitude errors and B and D
are fixed biases and drifts of accelerometers and gyros
in the n-frame ,respectively.
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Due to short alignment time and using precise
inertial sensors, it is suitable to consider these biases as
constant variables. Therefore, the dynamic equations
for biases are:

B  0
D  0

(18)

The state-space system model can be formed
from the differential equations of the navigation errors
and the dynamics of inertial sensors. The error state
variable x(t) consists of navigation errors and sensor
bias errors. In the model,  (t ) process noise or
inertial sensor noise, is white noise with zero mean and
covariance Q(t). The linear time-varying stochastic
system model is
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Measurement Model
This paper introduces additional measurements of the
velocities and heading to improve the alignment
performance of the navigation system. When the
navigation unit is assumed to be stationary, it can be
inferred that
V Aid  V N
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VD   0 31
T
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(27)

Because the stationary conditions is violated due
to for example the vibrations of the vehicle engine and
buffering by wave and wind, so the measurement
models are formulated by adding white noise,  (t ) ,
with a zero mean and covariance R:

y1 (t k )  VˆINS  VAid  V  VAid

(28)

y 2 (t k )  ˆ INS   Aid     Aid

(29)

Where subscripts INS and AID denote the INS
estimates and the aided virtual sensors measurements,
respectively. The state space form of measurement is:

y ( t k )  H (t k ) x ( t k )   ( t k )

(30)

Two cases are introduced for being studied in this
work and their results are compared:
Case study 1: INS and ZUPT will be integrated and
the measurement matrix is:
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Case study 2: INS will be aided by ZUPT and a
known initial constant heading and the measurement
matrix is:

1
0
H 
0

0

0 0 0 0 0 016 
1 0 0 0 0 016 
0 1 0 0 0 016 

0 0 0 0 1 016  412

(32)
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Observability Analyses
Observability analysis of a dynamic system indicates
the efficiency of a Kalman filter designed to estimate
the states of the system. While the observability
analysis of a time invariant system is rather simple, the
analysis of a time varying system is difficult. If the
time varying system is replaced by a piece-wise time
invariant system, the observability analysis can be
performed simply by the stripped observability matrix
suggested by [14]. It was already known that the strapdown INS in a stationary alignment process only using
the zero-velocity measurement is not completely
observable[15]. The results of analyses using
observability matrix,  ( F , H ) are as follows (for
cos L  0 ):
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Table 1. Inertial Navigation System Sensor Specifications

Accelerometers Spec.
Fixed Bias,
(1 )
Velocity Random
Walk (1 )

Gyros Spec.

100
µg

0.01

Fixed Drift, (1 )

0.06

deg
hr

0.01

Angular Random
Walk (1 )

m/s
hr

deg
hr

The process and measurement noise covariance
matrix and initial estimation error matrix for case
study 1respectively are:
.
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The Rank of O is 10and two states are not observable:
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, (.01 180
3600
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Kalman Filter
An indirect feedback Kalman filter has been widely
used to estimate the errors for a strap-down inertial
navigation system alignment employing an EKF in
which small nonlinear approximation errors and initial
errors are assumed. Probably the most widely used
estimator for nonlinear systems is that of Kalman,
namely the extended Kalman filter [16]. The EKF
applies the Kalman filter to nonlinear systems by
simply linearizing all the nonlinear models so that the
traditional linear Kalman filter equations (LKF) can be
applied.
For applying this filter, it is necessary to use the
discrete form of Eq. (19) and to introduce the
covariance of the process noises, Q, the covariance of
the measurement noises, R, and the covariance of initial
estimation error, P0. The Kalman filter period is 1
second and the initial attitude and heading errors are 1
degree. Some stochastic specifications of the inertial
navigation system are as follows:

(34)
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The process and measurement noise covariance
matrix and initial estimation error covariance matrix
for case study 2 are:
Q and P0 are equal to those of case1 but R is
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After estimating the bias components in n frame,
it is possible to calculate them in b frame:
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If in some case studies BN , BE or DE are not
observable, we can put them equal to zero in the
equations to avoid the unobservable states adding an
error variance toall the original states that are not
measured directly.
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Simulation Results
R
The predictionns of system acccuracy providded by covariannce
analysis can be verified byy computer siimulation of the
t
alignment proocedure. Becauuse many of thhe quantities thhat
are treated onnly in terms off their statisticcal parameters in
the error anaalysis must be specified in the
t simulation,, a
number of coomputer runs would be requuired to proviide
reliable probaability distribuution for the estimation
e
erroors.
Since both thhe truth model and the filter model
m
are drivven
by randomly generated
g
noisse, each individdual Monte Carrlo
run is expected to be diff
fferent. Therefo
fore, in order to
generate erroor statistics witth a Monte Carlo
C
program,, a
given case is iterated manyy times, the iteerations differinng
only in the ranndom number input sequencees. The results of
the iterationss are then avveraged to obttain the desirred
statistics conssequently, obseerving the ensem
mble statistics of
several runss gives an indication off the expectted
performance of the filter. Naturally, thee more runs are
a
made, the moore reliable beccome the statisttics. Between 25
2
and 50 runns is typicallly used to determine filtter
performance [17]. Each runn produces a diifferent sequennce
of random nuumbers to generrate the samplees of input whittenoise processses. The resuults presented here should be
regarded as one run from
m batch of 25
2 Monte-Carrlo
simulations, and as such, only indicatee the “potentiaal”
accuracy off the alignm
ment techniquee. Monte-Carrlo
simulations were
w carried outt for two casess. The first onee is
the zero veloccity updates (caase 1) and the second
s
one is the
t
zero velocity updates and innitial heading knowledge
k
(caase
2), for exam
mple the directtion of a runnway, s fluxgaate
magnetometerr or a compass.

Fig. 1.Veloocity componennts in NED fram
me

The inteegration time step for naviggation equations
is 0.01 sec and
a True initiial attitudes and
a heading are
a
zero degree.. Also, the innertial navigaation system is
compensatedd by using the estimatiion results of
velocities, attitudes
a
and heading but because som
me
biases and drrifts are not observable,
o
noone of these are
a
corrected inn the INS. The
T
simulatiion results are
a
illustrated beelow:

Fig. 2. Roll,
R
pitch and hheading history

Fig.1 shhows that veloocity outputs of the INS are
a
limited. It is obvious that if there are noot zero velociity
updates, thee north and east velocitty componennts
oscillate witth Schuler peeriod and the down velociity
component grows unbouundedly.Fig.2--5 present thhat
the attitude alignment
a
ressults (roll andd pitch) are finne
and the estiimation errorrs are decreaased effectiveely
within few seconds. Alsoo, there is noot a significaant
difference beetween the ressults of the tw
wo cases. In thhe
estimation of
o heading, thhere is a cappital differennce
between twoo cases. Wheen only zeroo velocities are
a
measurementts although thhe heading is observable, thhe
estimation error
e
was deecreased in a few minuttes
period. How
wever, in case 2, the headinng is limited to
the initial heeading input as a measureement from thhe
incipient stagge of dada fussion.

Fig.. 3. Roll, pitch and
a heading hisstory in short tim
me (zoom
window)
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Fig. 4. Roll and pitch errors and standard deviation ( 1 )

Fig. 5. Heading error and standard deviation ( 1 )

As mentioned in the observability analysis
paragraph the north and east bias are not observable,
hence the filter cannot estimate the biases even after
along time and the estimation errors are nearly
constant. Nevertheless, the filter estimates the down
bias precisely and the convergence time of the
estimation is about a few minutes, Figs. 6-7. In the
estimation of biases, there are not differences between
the filter performances in the two cases.
Fig.8 depicts the drift estimation results of gyros:
In case 1, the east drift is not observable and as the
results show, the estimation error does not decrease.
Also, both the north and down drifts can be estimated
but the estimation convergence time of the north drift
is better that of the other one. In case 2, the estimation
results for the north and down drifts are nearly similar
to case1. Nonetheless, due to the observability of the
east drift, its estimation error decreases and it can be
estimated.
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Fig. 6. The down component of accelerometers

bias

estimation

Fig. 7. Estimation error of the down component of
accelerometers bias and standard deviation ( 1 )

Fig. 8. The drifts of gyros in NED frame
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Conclusions and Future Work
Integration of inertial navigation system (INS) with
zero-velocity updates (ZUPT) is very effective in rapid
and fine leveling of INS but this technique without an
extra measurement for heading (e.g. a known direction
or heading) has no chance for alignment of heading.
Although some biases and drifts of inertial sensors are
observable in the fusion of INS data with ZUPT, the
estimation convergence speed of nearly all of them are
very slow due to poorness of accelerations and angular
rates in rest condition. In fact, the fusion cannot help in
operation calibration of inertial sensors practically and
it is necessary to try new fusions such as INS aided
with zero east angular rate of earth condition in future.
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